THE ONLY ROAD

Walker was built before the world war. At the time, the attendance at Technology was meager. There was the “chapel” where the students could get real food, and beer. SO WALKER WAS BUILT; not the tremendous structure it should now be, but a puny hut, where steaming caldrons are at present preparing grub for the boys.

BUT GRUB IS NOT THE ONLY NECESSITY. We need water, lots of it. We want to swim in the winter. AND WHY NOT? FISHES DO.

We propose to get construction of an addition to Walker under way as soon as possible with the money available. We can build the FIRST TWO INCHES with the sum now in storage. This fact was revealed to us by the economic balance under the youthful guidance of Mr. Gunner. And, it has been calculated by the freshman math class, that in twenty-five years, the interpolated addition to Walker will have been completed.

RAISE YOUR BANNERS MY FRIENDS. Strike for the first two inch Walker addition. Down with the first pile for the new structure. Awake ye sons-of-guns. We want a swimming hole in Walker. The Institute for Students.

BIGGER AND BETTER

COMMUNISM IS ON THE MARCH!

Nothing can hold back this greatest, most glorious movement in American history!

With the brilliant, cogent, omnipresent and unassailable ideology of the THIRD INTERNATIONAL to lead the way, America will again take its place at the forefront of the World’s nations!

Russia, long the unwilling leader in this most necessary movement in the history of the World, gladly gives way to the mighty impetus of the American rush to the van!

AMERICANS! THE WORLD CALLS TO YOU FOR LEADERSHIP!

A New Era has arrived! No more shall we be plagued by the vile pusilanimous machinations of the WICKED WOLVES OF WALL STREET. Wall Street is no more!!

That Sink of Iniquity has at last been rinsed — those Augean Stables have been cleansed!

All hail to the new Boulevard Karl Marx!

ALL HAIL TO COMMUNISM!

OPEN FORUM

Fallen Arch, Wis.
April 25, 1936
To the Editor of the Daily Tech:
May I call your attention to a statement appearing in your paper about a month ago which seemed to me to be wholly inappropriate and disgraceful to Technology. I have written repeatedly to the Dean of the Institute but have received no answer.

An editorial entitled “Veritas” appeared in your paper on March 19, which brands your publication as a paper of low moral tone exerting a detrimental influence upon Tech students. In this editorial the expression “Fides et Veritas” appeared, in bold print, the words spelled out with no attempt at disguise. I feel that when Faculty and students permit such disgusting language to be used in a publication bearing the name of the Institute, matters have come to a dreadful point.

Personally, I do not know what that indecent expression means. But that is beside the point. I know enough of the character of young Americans to suspect that such a disgusting phrase has some immoral connotation.

I feel that something should be done to check this sort of thing.

Signed,
EROL S. FUZZBOTTOM, ‘63

OATH BILL IS DEFENDED BY PEENAN

(Continued from Page 2) have labored to oppose the enforcement of the bill."

Asked what he thought of the Veterans of Future Wars, recently established here, Mr. Peeman replied, "This patriotic organization is attempting to practice true 100% Americanism. As an expert economist, I can modestly state that their policy is entirely sound. By modifying the velocity of money, they will help raise the rediscount rate and thereby increase the flow of credit. When their plan is put into practice, they will greatly aid in the return of prosperity."

"They are merely following out that rugged individualism that made America what it is."

Mr. Peeman willingly expressed his opinion of those who refused to co-operate with the Teachers’ Oath Bill administrators, pointing out that the "standard deviation of the supply curve of these radical agitators is such as to cause them to expect to excite popular response by making martyrs of themselves."

I. F. C. DANCES TO NELS

(Continued from Page 2)

Gordon Thomas, ’36, Alfred Buech, ’37, and William McCullough

The cumulative effect of dissipation and the bizarre situations of tomorrow's Open is guaranteed to leave anyone indulges in the festivities fully with a size 15 head. But thoughts should have no place in the minds of any of our readers, or should we say this must be so, "On with the dance!"

APPREHEND STROVI

(Continued from Page 1)

Stephen Strovinsky, Russian agent, caught by police last night.

have accomplished his scheme if it hadn't been for the...